HOW TO REQUEST SHUTTLE AT R-LOT

PUSH THE R-LOT BUTTON

After parking in R-Lot, head to the bus shelter in the corner of the lot, by the Stadium, and push the designated R-Lot light button. This light signals that someone is waiting for the shuttle. **Please note the light will stop flashing after 5 minutes. If this happens and you are still waiting push the button again to make sure a driver will see it.**

TRACK THE SHUTTLE

Using the TransLoc App, view a real-time location of the shuttle. As the shuttle is approaching Q-Lot make sure the R-Lot Light is still flashing.

SERVICE FREQUENCY

**Weekday Peak Hours** | 7:15 a.m. - 8 p.m. | Service Frequency 5-7 min  
**Weekday Evening Hours** | 8 p.m. - 2:15 a.m. | Service Frequency 14 min  
**Weekends** | Saturday & Sunday | Service Frequency 22 min